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ABSTRACT The paper considers the development of the spiritual culture and art in the Turkic World, values of the medieval Islam and Turkic culture, the works of the medieval scientist Husam al-din al-Syghnaqi and keeping of these works in the libraries of the World. It also examines the religious works of Husam al-din al-Syghnaqi and his religious point of view in the works of other scientists written in 1457 «Tadzh al-Taradzhim fi tabaqat al-hanafia» in the work of Muhammad al-Qurashi, «al-Dzhavahir al-Mudi’a fi Tabaqat al-Hanafia» of ‘Àla al-din ‘Àli Chelebi Zharullah Qinali Zada «al-Muhtasar», also some biographical facts, keeping of the works of Husam al-din al-Syghnaqi «al-Kafi fi sharh usul al-fiqh li ‘Ali ibn Muhammad al-Bazdawi», «al-Nadzhah fi al-Tasri fi ‘ilm al-Sarf», in the World libraries and of his teachers. It is clear, that the scientist of Central Asia Husam al-din al-Syghnaqi put much effort in the development of the Islamic-philosophic view in the Hanafia-maturidia religious tradition. Theological researches of the medieval hanafia-maturidia direction show the importance of the Islamic religion in the Turkic World. All these works had the great influence on the formation and development of the cultural, spiritual and political values of the society. The Turkic society kept the values of the works and their ethnic-moral formats. Studying of these works and making a system show the connection of the Turkic World with the Islamic religion.